
BEFORE THE SATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 

Case No. DT 12-107 

AMENDMENT TO NHOS PETITION FOR INVESTIGATION 

I. PRELIMINARY 

On July 3, 2012, the Commission issued Order No. 25,386, which denied NECTA's 

motion to dismiss the April24, 2012 Petition For Investigation (the "Petition") filed by New 

Hampshire Optical Systems, Inc. ("NHOS"). The Order directed NHOS, within 30 days, to 

"revise its filings in order to provide greater clarity and specificity about the particular acts or 

actors that NHOS alleges are impeding its work." Pursuant to the Order, NHOS submits the 

following Amendment to its Petition and subsequent pleadings in this case. 

NHOS understands from the Order that NHOS has been requested to supplement its 

pleadings so that the Commission may conduct the investigation requested by the NHOS 

pursuant to RSA 365:5, and so that the "actors" involved can receive notice and an opportunity 

to respond to this matter. NHOS does not interpret the Order as directing NHOS to file a 

complaint under RSA 365:1 and Puc 204.01. 

II. SUPPLEMENTAL FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

1. NHOS hereby incorporates by reference the facts set forth in the Petition, as well 

as in its June 6, 2012 Statement of Position Regarding Charges For Utility Pole Make Ready, and 

its June 15, 2012 Objection to NECTA's Motion to Dismiss. 

A. The Middle-Mile Project 

2. On April 14, 2011, NHOS was awarded a contract for a project that entails the 

installation of approximately 750 miles of fiber optic cable in New Hampshire, through a region 



extending generally from the seacoast, to the southwest part of the state, and then north to the 

Lakes Region and the North Country (the "Middle-Mile Project"). 

3. The Middle-Mile Project is funded by a grant awarded under the federal 

Broadband Technology Opportunities Program ("BTOP") to NHOS and its partners, the 

University ofNew Hampshire ("UNH") and the National Telecommunications and Information 

Administration ("NTIA"). 

4. The deadline for NHOS to complete the installation of cable along the 750 mile 

route of the Middle-Mile Project is June 2013. If this deadline is not met, there is a risk that 

federal funding received for the Project will lapse. 

5. To complete its work under the Middle-Mile Project, NHOS must attach fiber 

optic cable to approximately 23,000 utility poles. Those poles are owned by providers of 

telecommunications and electrical services, examples ofwhich include FairPoint 

Communications, Unitil and PSNH. 

6. Certain third parties previously have attached their utilities to many of the 23,000 

utility poles within the scope of the Middle-Mile Project. These third parties ("third-party 

attachers") include Tech Valley/segTEL. 

B. Pole Attachment Agreements 

7. The rights and obligations between the pole owners and third-party attachers are 

governed by pole attachment agreements ("P AAs") entered into between each pole owner and 

each attacher. A standard P AA is employed by pole owners for all attachments in the State of 

New Hampshire. A sample PAA is attached as Exhibit A. 
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8. The PAA serves as a means of implementing the standards set forth in Puc 1300 

for ensuring that the rates, charges, terms and conditions for pole attachments "are just and 

reasonable." 

9. The PAA provides for the issuance of non-exclusive licenses to the third-party 

attachers (the "Licensees") which authorize the connection of the Licensees' facilities to the 

utility poles ofthe pole owners (the "Licensors"). See Article 2.1. Before attaching to any pole, 

a Licensee must submit applications for pole attachment licenses, and must designate the priority 

for the completion of make-ready work such as the rearrangement of existing facilities or other 

pole changes- that must be performed by the Licensor prior to the attachment of the Licensee's 

facilities. See Article 3.3. The P AA provides that Licensors "shall make commercially 

reasonable efforts" to complete make-ready work within six months of receiving payment for the 

work from the Licensee. See Article 5.4. 

10. With respect to make-ready work required to be performed by existing third-party 

attachers (not the pole owners), the P AA does not grant new attachers the power to control the 

time, scope or rate of third-party make-ready work. However, pole owners have the contractual 

right under the P AA to demand that Licensees perform this work within designated time frames, 

and, if those time frames are not met, to perform the make-ready work themselves at the 

Licensees' expense. 

11. Specifically, Article 7.1.5 of the PAA states that when a pole owner or other 

attachers (such as NHOS) "need to attach additional facilities to any of Licensor's Utility Poles," 

the Licensee "will upon written notice from the Licensor rearrange its Attachments on the Utility 

Pole or transfer them to a replacement Utility Pole ... so that the additional facilities of the 

Licensor ... or other Licensee [such as NHOS] may be attached ... " 
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12. Further, Article 7.1.6 provides that if the Licensee "does not rearrange or transfer 

its Attachments within fifteen (15) days after receipt of written notice from the Licensor 

requesting such rearrangement or transfer ... Licensor ... may perform or have performed such 

rearrangement or transfer." 

13. The PAA does not give new attachers, such as NHOS, the right to enforce these 

provisions, or to demand that the pole owners insist that existing third-party attachers act 

expeditiously, and in a just and reasonable manner, in performing make-ready work required to 

attach new facilities. 

C. Third-Party Make Ready Work Has Prevented NHOS From Beginning 
Work on the Middle-Mile Project 

14. In October 2010, NHOS entered into PAAs with the owners of the utility poles 

within the scope of the Middle-Mile Project. Then, in June and July 2011, NHOS tiled 

applications with pole owners for licenses to begin the installation of its fiber optic cable, and it 

paid for make-ready work required of the pole owners for the work to proceed. 

15. More than a year has passed, yet NHOS has been unable to proceed with the 

Project. This is because existing third-party attachers, in particular segTEL, have refused to 

perform the make-ready work that must occur before NHOS can attach its fiber optic cable. 

16. The third-party attachers have demanded that NHOS agree to pay for make-ready 

work that is unrelated to new attachments, unreasonable in scope, and charged at excessive rates. 

Further, these attachers have deliberately delayed the start of that work, even after NHOS 

assented to their unreasonable payment demands. 

17. Third-party attachers, like segTEL, clearly have no incentive to cooperate in 

allowing competitors like NHOS to gain access to utility poles, and they are free to exploit to 

their advantage the absence of rules and standards over third-party make-ready work. 
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18. Moreover, to date, pole owners have declined to enforce the provisions of Articles 

7.1.5 and 7.1.6 of the PAA to require that third-party attachers perform the make-ready work 

necessary for NHOS to install its fiber optic cable. 

19. NHOS shares the Commission's position, set forth in the Order, that current 

Commission rules do not appear to provide definitive direction over disputes between 

prospective and existing attachers and that the existing regulatory structure may be in need of 

further standards. NHOS also agrees with Unitil's position that while there are provisions in the 

PAA allowing the sole owners to perform make-ready ifthe attacher does not, the owners may 

be reluctant to do so to avoid some liability in moving those facilities. Additionally when the 

pole owners are reluctant, the new attacher has no authority to leverage the provisions in the 

P AA. The result of these issues is that a new attacher has little to no leverage to negotiate 

reasonable terms with existing attachers and is left to rely on the cooperation of existing 

attachers for establishing reasonable rates and timeframes for performance of make-ready work. 

20. For the reasons set forth above, and in NHOS' prior pleadings, NHOS requests 

that the Commission investigate third-party make-ready practices on the Middle-Mile Project, 

and demand that pole owners employ their contractual right under the P AA to require third-party 

attachers to perform make-ready work in a timely fashion, and under terms that are fair and 

reasonable. 
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Dated: August 2, 2012 

Respectfully submitted, 

NEW HAMPSHIRE OPTICAL SYSTEMS, INC. 

By its attorneys 

Christoph r . . Carter, ~- (#12452) 
HinckleY! en & Snyder, L :r----
11 South ain Street, Suite 400 
Concord, NH 03301 
Tel: 603.225.4334 
ccarter@haslaw.com 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on this date of August 2, 2012, I have forwarded a copy of the 
foregoing to the persons listed on the service list via electronic mail, and U.S. mail for those 
unable to be served electronically. 

#50834474 
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